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part one
mood and light and color



day scenes
The majority of the film takes place during the day, outside. 
Color in these scenes will lean on splashes of yellow, vivid greens, and bases of brown, staying warm.
If sunny, the sun will be kept as a backlight except in specific situations (see character rules.) 
If cloudy, gelled HMI’s will be brought in if possible to create the look of a sunny edgelight. (Testing nec-
essary.) If it rains, we’ll embrace the bright greens. In any situation, in camera color temperature 



The FLASHBACK AND TRIPPING SCENES
The loss of Phoebe’s friend, Selene, keeps tearing her out of the moment with her friends. These scenes 
will be very cold with blues and purples. 
When the tripping scene happens and she sees Selene, purples will come in to alter the scene, and light 
will be motivated by moonlight. A fog machine will assist in creating a ghostly ethereal feeling. 
Silhouttes and edgelights with little detail except the highlights will be crucial. 



The Beginning and the end
The film starts and ends on a sunrise. 
The beginning will have at least a ray of sunlight pouring through the tent and lighting up their campsite 
in the monring. The end will have full sunrise light as they look over the view. 
The film begins with a bit of light to show that Phoebe is trying to have a good time, but the end’s sunrise 
will represent she’s found peace and friendship without Selene. 



part two
framing and camera movement



wide wides and close closes
Most shots in this film will be longer takes, and wider angles. There will be a cinema verite feel, very 
documentary. We’re just watching these campers live their lives. 
Close ups will only happen when we need to get into Phoebe’s head or if we’re flashing back to Selene, 
the other characters will rarely have close ups. Inserts will be allowed based on the scene. 
Handheld will reign, the only exception being the tripping scene: Dolly and drone shots will be used. 



part three
character rules



Phoebe
-When about to flashback, shadows will appear 
-Must be in a single when flashing back
-Will often be split up from the group visually

se;lene
-Will be in the center of the frame at all times
-Parts of her face will be in shadow also
-Only close ups are allowed

TAylor and bean
-The least amount of close ups for both
-No serious close ups until confrontation
-Didn’t know what to put for images over here
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